How to build a Conversational Commerce Strategy
for Automotive Brands

Introduction

A.I. bots just
won’t cut it.

People don’t buy
products, they
buy as a result of
having a great
customer
experience.

Mathieu Rouxel
Sales Director, Southern Europe
Freespee

These experiences
come alive when
consumers are able
to interact with the
brand in an authentic
and meaningful way.
This is especially true
for high consideration
purchases such as
cars. Whilst online
browsing is a vital
component to the
buying process, even
configuring a
favoured set-up in
the webshop, buyers
never then send this
to a cart and then
checkout. It’s just not how people buy cars
today. These are purchases that matter more
to the buyer. These are buying experiences
require human to human conversations.
This is why the Conversational Commerce
story is changing. The lines redrawn and
boundaries between channels of
communication are blurring and even more
codependent than ever before.

How to use this guide

What can I get
from using this
guide?
There are two ways you can use this:
1. Read, enjoy and share with those
who will benefit from the insights
and checklists.

2. Do all of the above, BUT also take a
moment to reflect on your own
operation and complete your score
against the checklist items we’ve laid
out for you. In the diagram shown
right you will notice we’ve created a
1-5 maturity ranking. This is for you to
make a personal assessment of
where you think your team and your
marketplace is at today.

5. Optimizing
4. Managed
3. Defined
2. Repeatable
1. Initial

Focus on process improvement

Processes are measured and
controlled

Projects tailor their processes
from the organisations
development methodology
Processes are characterised for
specific projects and
organisation is often reactive

Process is unpredictable, poorly
controlled and reactive

Introduction

Real-time
multi-channel
conversational
buying

The three
foundations of
success

There are 3 key pillars of success
we will work though in this guide,
each ensuring simplicity, accuracy,
and intuitiveness that will deliver
your consumers to the most
suitable trusted advisor to capture
historical browsing history, intent
and ultimately a buying experience
that will convert.
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The three foundations of success

Deliver Seamless
Experiences
Leverage Freespee’s
contact platform to
orchestrate superior buying
experiences.
Segment and personalise
inbound and outbound
multi-channel workflows to
accelerate sales through
smart automation and
customer reach
with speed.
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Add conversational insights
to build a complete view of
complex customer journeys.
Connect and unlock value
of integrated buyer
behavioural data: from
search to browsing to
phone to messaging to your
mobile and web apps.
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Unlock Actionable
Insight

M

Innovate And
Outperform
Take the next leap
in CX. Fully leverage the
power of Freespee to
continuously test, learn and
deploy new journeys quickly
and effectively.
Create new prospect and
customer experiences that
enable you to outperform.

Use

Buy

Discover

Act

Transform

Discover
The first phase is discover. Here it is
important to leverage buyer
conversational data in order to
teach brands how real-time human
communication plays an
immensely important role on the
customer buying journey. Once
captured, this data will allow you to
identify who is trying to initiate
conversations in the first place and
what problem they are trying to
solve. This data will reveal actions in
conversational buying that can
quickly identify and get them into
the funnel.

Conversational buying builds from
having a complete view of these
complex, often asynchronous,
customer journeys over multiple
channels. In order to unlock value of
integrated prospect and customer
data: from web, form, phone, SMS,
email and CRM these are the key
points to build into your check list:

Discover

Act

Transform

Tracking both inbound and outbound lead tactics accurately
Discover:
Outbound lead data

Discover:
Inbound lead data
• Have you mapped your typical buyer
journey for your customers?
• Are you using multiple channels & data
points across your buyer journey?
• Are you able to quickly assess any breaks
in the journey?
• Do you know when your buyers most need
a real-time conversation and why?
• Is your CTA clear and are you regularly
scoring intent information across all
channels?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

• Do your dealerships regularly follow up on
missed leads using automation in
conversational channels?
• Do you have dedicated teams that can
identify and follow up on the most
important leads?
• Can you consistently track outbound calls
that your customer makes to follow up on
missed leads?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

Discover

Discover:
Proactive or Push communication
for brands with distributed sales agents
• Do your dealers benefit from seeing a
summary of regular conversational
activity pushed to them on a regular basis
such as via a daily or weekly email? (for
example Push reports highlighting the top
selling vehicles)
• Are you able to automatically serve up
dashboards of conversational interactions
connected to individual dealer accounts?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

Act

Transform

Discover

Act

So, now we have this wide array of
actionable data, how do we
summarise all of these different
problems and implement them into
a seamless customer journey?
Bringing together siloed, fragmented
communication between you, the
OEM, and your dealerships is vital to
ensure quality leads are responded
to quickly and effectively. Without
doing so, this can make buying really
difficult for the customer and selling
really difficult for the agent. This
introduces the next foundation for
success - Act.

By leveraging the first foundation,
Discover, effectively, we can then
unleash the power of conversation
and drive your digital prospects to
convert faster. This is the core
problem that all marketers are
trying to solve in order to break this
barrier down.

Act

Transform

Discover

• Are you able to make data-driven
decisions that you can act on quickly
across multiple or dispersed marketing
and dealership teams?
• Do you design bespoke journeys for
specific products (e.g. launch, promotions,
VIP experiences) consistently and
regularly?
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Transform

Act:
Recover

Act:
Rapid and effective course corrections
• Are you able to leverage data to make
rapid course corrections in buyer
journeys?

Act

Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

• Are you able to notify your car dealerships
of missed conversations and calls?
• Are you able to rapidly re-engage with
visitors that click through on an advert /
place a call / send a message?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

Discover

Act:
Integrate
• Do you regularly use real-time
conversational data to accelerate leads?
• Do you rely on raw conversational data to
work out why you’re successful after initial
sales engagements?
• Do you source first party data across
multiple platforms and integrate this
seamlessly with conversational data?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

Act

Transform

Discover

Act

Transform

Transform
Create that engagement with
individuals not just bots.

much higher and the journeys are
less transactional.

By leveraging the two foundations,
Discover and Act, in order to build
visibility and shape compelling buyer
journeys, the third aspect is how you
can Transform your journeys to gain
even greater control over your funnel.

In high consideration purchases like
those in automotive,journeys are
much more asynchronous and
unpredictable. AI is not the perfect,
bright shiny option here. The use of AI
and machine learning is particularly
suited to low consideration, or
ongoing relationship transactional
conversations.

For years Conversational Commerce
has been dominated by AI and
Machine Learning. It's driving
automated discussions. This won't be
enough for high consideration
purchases. The average price of a
vehicle price is higher than a typical
online good so, naturally, the
journeys are less transactional. much

The Transform foundation for
success gives you huge control over
entire journeys. Optimising and
outperforming competition when
applied well.

Discover

Act

Transform

Transform:
Automated workflows
• Can you implement workflows that
understand online browsing intent and
route to the individual agents most suited
to have a conversation that converts?
• Once a customer wishes to speak with
your brand, can you A/B test entire parts
of the conversational journey between
segments of your target market or
product inventory?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

• Can you integrate first party data from
conversations back into your CRM / CDP to
continually build a clear picture of
customers?
• Can you use a single view of customer
intent across multiple channels to
orchestrate voice, SMS and Direct
Message for outbound marketing?
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Rank your maturity (1 to 5).
See 'How to use this tool' section.

Conclusion

How to build a Conversational Commerce Strategy
How to build a Conversational Buying Strategy:

Conclusion
There are two fundamental truths
you should consider when building
your conversational commerce
programme:

1. Person to person conversations are critical
when buying things that require high
levels of consideration
2. The expectation for a seamless
multi-channel communication experience
in automotive will become commonplace
as technology evolves

We serve many automotive brands
and our experience with them has
helped us shape these two rules. So
what can you take from this when
building your strategy?

End Customers:
Why do I always have to repeat myself?

You:
How do I provide a premium brand experience… even across
channels I don’t own?

Conclusion

How to build a Conversational Commerce Strategy
All of these challenges can be boiled
down to one statement:

Siloed, fragmented, communication and data channels make
buying difficult for the customer and selling difficult for the agent.
If you can solve this problem then you will unleash the power of
conversations and drive digital prospects to convert faster.
Remember, you can save your responses
and share this tool with your peers, or
even send it back to us here.
Submit
If you want to find out how you can build
maturity quickly and simply through our
Discover, Act and Transform story then
Contact us here

Look forward to hearing
from you soon
Daniel
Automotive Team
Freespee

